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	SAP® NetWeaver Portal Technology: The Complete Reference, 9780071548533 (007154853X), McGraw-Hill, 2008
Your Hands-on Guide to SAP NetWeaver Portal Technology
Master SAP NetWeaver Portal with the most comprehensive, step-by-step reference available on the entire portal implementation life cycle. Written by SAP architect Rabi Jay, this book provides everything you need to plan, design, install, configure, and administer SAP NetWeaver Portal, including SAP NetWeaver Application Server Java.

SAP NetWeaver Portal Technology: The Complete Reference is filled with detailed descriptions, numerous illustrations, and hundreds of expert tips. Design and deploy portals with high availability, scalability, and performance. Implement single sign-on to backend systems and integrate SAP and non-SAP applications. Configure reliable J2EE engine and portal security, and devise a flawless portal backup and restore strategy. Improve performance using portal workload, GC, thread dump, and HTTP analysis.

	Plan futuristically using PAM, release planning, and maintenance strategy 
	Design global portals using federated portal networks and external-facing portals
	Implement self-registration and delegated user and content administration
	Enable authorization using security zones, UME actions, and ACL permissions
	Manage users centrally using LDAP, UME, and Identity Management   
	Implement user-, type-, and attribute-based authentication 
	Brand your portal using portal desktop rules, themes, and framework pages 
	Configure portal transports, and deploy patches and business packages using JSPM 
	Monitor your portal using CCMS and GRMG Availability Monitoring
	Manage your portal centrally using NWA and maintain systems using SLD


About the Author

Rabi Jay, a certified SAP professional, has architected and implemented CRM, ERP, and B2B portal solutions for Fortune 100 firms. He has extensive management, consulting, development, and training experience. Rabi also mentors SAP consultants and has built a team of SAP experts
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Introduction to Computational Biology: An Evolutionary ApproachBirkhauser, 2006
In 1982, the first release of the GenBank sequence database contained 601,438 residues. By 2005, this number had grown beyond and continues to increase exponentially. Far from regarding this as “information overload”, we believe the free availability of so much precise and fundamental data on the ultimate constituents of life to be the...

		

Interaction of Immune and Cancer CellsSpringer, 2013

	The tumor environment is a dynamic network that includes cancer cells, immune cells, fibroblasts, endothelial cells, extracellular matrix, cytokines and receptors. The aim of this book is to summarize the role of these components, especially immune cells, in tumor suppression and/or progression and describe in detail why tumor cells can...


		

The New Fiscal Sociology: Taxation in Comparative and Historical PerspectiveCambridge University Press, 2009
The New Fiscal Sociology: Taxation in Comparative and Historical Perspective demonstrates that the study of taxation can illuminate fundamental dynamics of modern societies. The sixteen essays in this collection offer a state-of-the-art survey of the new fiscal sociology that is emerging at the intersection of sociology, history, political science,...




	

Statistical Analysis: Microsoft Excel 2010Que, 2011

	There was no reason I shouldn’t have already written
	a book about statistical analysis using Excel.
	But I didn’t, although I knew I wanted to. Finally, I
	talked Pearson into letting me write it for them.


	Be careful what you ask for. It’s been a struggle, but
	at last I’ve got it out of my system, and...


		

PHP Web Development with Macromedia Dreamweaver MX 2004Apress, 2004

	PHP is the most popular Open source server-side scripting language, with extensive support available in Dreamweaver MX. This concise, no-nonsense book teaches you how to develop accessible, standards-compliant PHP-driven websites using PHP 4 and Macromedia Dreamweaver MX 2004.


	PHP Web Development with Macromedia Dreamweaver MX...


		

Textpattern Solutions: PHP-Based Content Management Made EasyFriends of Ed, 2007
Textpattern is a powerful, PHP-based content management system that allows you to build pretty much any kind of data-driven website quickly and easily. It is very popular among designers and developers alike, and has an active community of users. Sound good? Well, you're in luckthe book you're holding now shows you how to use every aspect of...
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